U11/12
Week 3

Theme: Passing with a teammate
(my teammate and I)

Character Theme:
Sportsmanship

Soccer Theme:
Best Passer

Warm Up: Bulldog

1st Activity: Partner Tag

2nd Activity: Barrell Ball

Make a small area with cones. To start

Players are in pairs and share one ball.

three to four players share one ball.

Two players are “it” and share a vest,

They are “it”.The objective is to pass

pool noodle, etc. They must stay

the ball and hit one of the other

together and try to tag someone who

players below the knee. If a player gets

has a ball. If a player gets tagged then

Small sided game. Put an object like a
barrell, big bag, etc. in the middle. Put
some cones around the object and
make it a no entry zone. Each team is
trying to hit the barrell/object with the
ball.

hit then they join the team that is “it”.

he/she and their partner become “it”

Work on passing and receiving.

and the “it” players get their ball.

Character Activity:

4th Activity: Outside Goals (4v4)

“Rock-Paper-Scissors”

Divide players into two equal teams.
Play a normal game except the goals
are outside the playing area. The only
way to score is to pass the ball from
inside the area into the outside goals.
The ball must be on the ground to
count.

Two players stand face to face with a ball in
between. They play the normal game of
rock-paper-scissors. Whoever wins that
game gets the right to kick the ball. A point
is scored when the winning player kicks the
ball and hits the player below the knee. The
player that lost r-p-s tries to avoid being hit.
If they are successful then they get a point.
Ask players to display good sportsmanship
throughout.

Final Activity: Small Sided Game
4v4-6v6

One ball-Goal keepers.

